














The purpose of this study is to examine, through lesson practice of childcare content – expression – “Sensibility and 
Expressions of Children Nurtured by Garden Environment”, what kinds lessons are appropriate to deepen the students' 
understanding so that they can acquire a deeper learning, and to confi rm the effect of such lessons through the response 
to the tasks given to the students. In this study, the responses of two tasks concerning “Sensibility and Expressions of 
Children Nurtured by Kindergarten Environment” imposed to the students, were classifi ed ant tabulated from the points 
of view: “time”, “space”, “goods”, and “person”, in order to analyze the contents of the description. As a result, from 
task (1), as most students described the contents grasping the children's play and space, it was proved that they under-
stand the environment of the garden and can image the concrete play of children. And, from task (2), it was proved that 
the students understand deeply about the composition of various environments enriching the sensitivity and creativity 
of children, from the point of view of space. From the mentioned above, it can be considered that the students under-
stand the aim of the lesson in this study, id est., children’s rich sensibilities and expressions are bred in relation to the 
surrounding environment, and can think about the garden environment that fosters “Sensibility and Expression of Chil-
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表 4-1　園庭で選んだ場所の内訳























































































人工物 自然 保育者 友だち その他
自然 オープン 道 アナーキー アジト 遊具 保育室
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